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By mixing Art & Science, MMWB™ quickly grows unique
seed ideas into valuable packaged innovations.
Retail success requires a complete package, so we elevate
the design, engineering and brand of the Innovation to prepare
it for presentation to the interested companies for licensing.
MMWB™ selects an ideal set of companies meeting
our strict criteria for integrity and success. Multiple
companies then compete for exclusive licensing.

To reach those prospective companies, Bridges
make introductions. That’s where you come in...

MMWB™'s focus is making your world better in the
most practical way possible. We bring to market quality
refinements to products that directly impact lives on a
daily basis.
We do that by focusing
not on every Idea we
encounter, just the 'right
ones'. We see the 'right
ones' as ethical products
and solutions that enrich
people's lives.
Our priority is improving, not reinventing products. We
zero in on Innovations that are a specific kind of
Invention and meet specific criteria.

Patented Concepts are Required for
Full Refinement & Licensing Process
MMWB™ selects and refines Innovations that can
quickly become viable products with a clear and
profitable path to market. The result is practical
refinements that improve the quality of your world.

Our Formula makes
your idea marketable,
brings to the table
companies sharing a
positive vision and
secures a licensing
agreement.
By re-working and redesigning until the
improvement exceeds
expectations, we
create a uniquely
valuable item with a
clear path to market.
MMWB™ selects
companies that meet
our strict criteria for
integrity and success.
They will compete for
the lucrative and
exclusive licensing
rights to the idea.

A Bridge is a person
who connects us to
the companies we
consider viable and
arranges for us to
present your idea.
Their solid personal
relationship with the
selected company
avoids lost time,
miscommunication,
and prevents missed
opportunities.
The Bridge’s deep
understanding of the
priorities & focus of a
company helps our
presentation be
ideally tailored to the
outlook of that
company.

The Companies we
select match our
criteria for success
and integrity.
Each company
with others in its
for the exclusive
to produce
improved item.
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There is one round of
bidding within a set
time frame.
The format of the bid
will be a combination
of a one time contract
payment and a
percentage of future
sales.
The highest bid wins.

Our team combines ingenuity and wisdom by bringing
together experienced professionals and creative
groundbreakers.
We are staffed in a unique manner that makes us very
adaptable. MMWB has a healthy roster that allows us to
assemble the best team for each licensing project.
We also add people as required if we are particularly
impressed at a product refinement opportunity.
The latest technological advances
will be utilized to provide all available
advantages. Designing the highest
quality and fitting it to the most
profitable market are the core
principals of our design thinking.

Professional Touch
Led by our CEO and Chief Design Architect, MMWB’s
team brings a combination of ingenuity and wisdom gained
from years of experience in a wide range of backgrounds
and industries -- a magic formula that breathes creative life
into our every endeavor.
MMWB’s method of bringing together a packaged
innovation and the right company is a solid formula for
success.

Refinement, Promotion & Presentation
We pursue innovations with a clearly profitable path to
market. That focus shapes our approach. High standards
and integrity are the foundation of our success. Talent is
what drives us. Outstanding products are the result.
We refine the seed idea to ensure It’s marketability, long
term sustainability, and maximum revenue. Our
enthusiasm, professionalism and effectiveness in
conveying why this product is a perfect fit, will motivate
companies to quickly arrange a meeting.

Pride & Profits
Team up with us to create a truly brilliant innovation. One
that will change people’s lives. One that you can feel pride
in. One that makes our world better.
Pairing your innovation with the company committed to
fulfilling its full market potential, is the key. A substantial
ongoing licensing income can be yours. We all share in the
benefits of the process.

